The IDEAL™ Suture Management Family of arthroscopic devices includes method choice options (retriever or shuttle), tip configuration, and actuation, all with technique versatility in a comprehensive, disposable instrumentation system.

**IDEAL™ Suture Shuttle with CHIA®**

**Strength:** Both the shuttle shaft and tip provide the surgeon with assured confidence during arthroscopic procedures.

**Ergonomic Design:** The patented handle configuration allows for a more controlled grip and tactile feel.

**Access:** Percutaneous approach through 18g spinal needle improves access to targeted anatomy

**Procedural advantage:** Creates a step-wise approach to suture storage and organization

**Percutaneous advantage:** Minimally invasive, reduced trauma with improved access

**CHIA PERCPASSER® gives you choice**

- **#214101 CHIA PERCPASSER Suture passer**
- **#251001 25º Left**
- **#251002 25º Right**
- **#251003 45º Left**
- **#251004 45º Right**
- **#251005 90º Up**
- **#251006 Straight Hook**
- **#251007 Straight Crescent**

**SLAP and Bankart Repairs**

**Instability Repairs**

- Slap • Bankart Capsular Shift

**Rotator Cuff**

- Single Row • Side to Side
- Dual Row • Subcap
- Interval Closure
- Biceps Tenodesis

**Procedural Versatility**

**Meniscal Repair**

- Inside Out Meniscal Suturing

**Versatility:** Enables passing or retrieval of suture through tissue without bite size restrictions.

**IDEAL™ Suture Grasper**

- **#251720 15º**
- **#251721 30º**
- **#251722 45º**
- **#251723 60º**
Loading the IDEAL Suture Shuttle: • Insert the tip of the CHIA PERCPASSER® kite into the hole just above the wheel. • Place your thumb firmly on the CHIA and wheel; with your other hand, firmly snap the length of the CHIA into the side loading gate of the shuttle. • Place your thumb on the wheel (and CHIA) and begin to advance the CHIA up through the end of the needle tip.

Removing the IDEAL Suture Shuttle
Pull back on the tail of the CHIA until the CHIA kite with suture collapses back into the needle tip. Holding the CHIA in place, back the IDEAL Suture Shuttle out of the working portal.

Versatility and Options in Shuttling
Allows for the use of an alternate shuttle option like #1 PDS.

The newest addition to the IDEAL™ Family addresses ease of handling and surgical finesse to meet the demands of interoperative procedures.

The IDEAL Suture Grasper Advantage
This single use, sterile, packaged device offers consistent, reproducible tissue penetration with speed and versatility.